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Honing kids’ skills, Olympian style

Students were told to maintain an e-book and follow each game closely

Alifiya Khan

Even as Pune shot to glory with a city shooter winning a bronze medal at the London
Olympics, a city-based company simultaneously ran a month-long activity engaging
school students in various Olympic sporting events.
A one-of-its-kind activity by e-library Tender Leaves funded and run by professionals from
IITs and IIMs, children were asked to maintain an e-book called My Olympic Diary where
they followed each game closely, answered questions on its history and understood its

nuances as an exercise to build interest in sports.
Founder Harish Kumar Bhamidipati said the response was so fantastic that the company decided to take the next step. “The
diary was an exercise to create interest in sports and Olympics. At present, the company has designed a series of special
workshops called ‘My Olympic Quotient’ that has activities based on developing multiple intelligences of a child. The skills
required to be an Olympian like mind mapping, innovation, perseverance, critical thinking, creativity etc. would be honed during
the workshops,” he said.
Bhamidipati stated that it is targeted for children aged between 10 to 14.
Bhamidipati added that the highlight of the workshops will be the ‘Fan Shooting’ activity at Gun for Glory Academy, and an
opportunity to mingle with an Olympian.
“The idea of meeting an Olympian is that the children learn from him about the hardships one has to face, the training and the
small sacrifices to be made in journey to become an Olympian. Besides that, the idea of shooting at the academy is that on
one hand, children get a feel of how a national-level competition feels like while on the other, champion shooters get to pick up
young budding talent to train,” said Bhamidipati.
Though the workshops are paid, the company said it has received quite a few registrations so far and even some schools
have shown interest.
At Kothrud’s Millenium School for instance, founder Arpita Karkare said that the school believes learning is beyond books and
hence is willing to give this activity, a shot at its life skills programme.
Anirban Banerjee, joint secretary of PTA association, Aundh DAV school said the company had made a presentation before
them as well. “It is an interesting concept and we definitely liked it,” he said.
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